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Abstract
This paper describes an automatic spelling corrector for Amharic, the working language of the Federal Government of Ethiopia. We
used a corpus-driven approach with the noisy channel for spelling correction. It infers linguistic knowledge from a text corpus. The
approach can be ported to other written languages with little effort as long as they are typed using a QWERTY keyboard with direct
mappings between keystrokes and characters. Since Amharic letters are syllabic, we used a modified version of the System for Ethiopic
Representation in ASCII for transliteration in the like manner as most Amharic keyboard input methods do. The proposed approach is
evaluated with Amharic and English test data and has scored better performance result than the baseline systems: GNU Aspell and
Hunspell. We get better result due to the smoothed language model, the generalized error model and the ability to take into account the
context of misspellings. Besides, instead of using a handcrafted lexicon for spelling error detection, we used a term list derived from
frequently occurring terms in a text corpus. Such a term list, in addition to ease of compilation, has also an advantage in handling rare
terms, proper nouns, and neologisms.
Keywords: spelling corrector, corpora, noisy channel, less-resourced language

1.

Introduction

Documents in many languages have been digitized and are
available in different media especially on the web. Giant
software vendors (e.g., Google and Microsoft) are also
localizing their products to the native languages of their
target customers. There is a need to develop computational
solutions to the classic problems of computational
linguistics for the respective languages. Spelling error
detection and correction are among the oldest
computational linguistics problems (Blair, 1960). Spelling
correction is considered from two perspectives: non-word
and real-word correction. When typographical or cognitive
errors accidentally produce valid words we get real-word
errors, otherwise, we get non-word errors. These problems
are mostly treated separately. In this paper, we dealt with
non-word errors.
Many spelling correctors are developed using rule-based
approaches. However, it is difficult to develop and
maintain all language-dependent rules (Norvig, 2009). In
addition, such systems limit themselves to isolated-word
correction without considering the context. Therefore, we
proposed and evaluated an approach that takes into account
the context of misspellings and infers linguistics
knowledge from a text corpus.

2.

Related Work

Earliest research on spelling correction is based on
phonetic and string similarities such as Metaphone and
Damerau-Levenshtein edit distance algorithms (Damerau,
1964). Candidate corrections are ranked from manually
compiled lexicons with the help of these algorithms. GNU
Aspell and Hunspell are good examples that follow this
approach. Mekonnen (2012) has followed the same
approach for Amharic. In a related approach, Ahmed et al.
(2009) used similarity scores of letter n-grams to rank
candidate corrections. In these approaches, the lexicons
along with some linguistics rules are used for spelling error
detection. Yet there was also an attempt to detect errors

without using lexicons (Morris and Cherry, 1975). This
approach depends on n-gram letter-sequences from a target
text. It generates an “index of peculiarity”; and based on
the index, determines which words are spelling errors in the
target text. For example, the typo ‘exmination’ contains
‘exm’ and ‘xmi’, trigrams which are peculiar and will be
included in the list. Even though this approach has the
advantage of being language independent and appears to
work for less-resourced languages, many misspellings do
not contain the unusual n-grams and so would not appear
in the list (Mitton, 2010).
Recent research on spelling error correction focuses on
using some web corpora to infer knowledge about
spellings. Most of these systems are based on the noisy
channel model (Kernighan et al., 1990; Kukich, 1992; Brill
and Moore, 2000; Whitelaw et al., 2009; Gao et al., 2010).
Also, additional features of spellings such as phonetic
similarities and modified edit distance (e.g., Winkler
(2006)) are used to generate plausible candidates for
spelling correction (Toutanova and Moore, 2002).

3.

Approach

Like other Semitic languages, word formation in Amharic
depends mainly on root-and-pattern morphology and
exhibits prefixes, suffixes, and infixes. Amharic is
morphologically-rich in the way that grammatical relations
and syntactic information are indicated at the word level.
These features are some of the main hurdles for rule-based
computational processing (Fabri et al., 2014). It is difficult
to develop and maintain all language-dependent rules for
spelling correction especially when the languages have
complex morphology like Amharic (Norvig, 2009). Thus,
we have applied a data-driven (corpus-driven) approach
with the noisy channel for spelling correction. According
to the noisy channel approach, for a misspelled word x, the
most likely candidate correction wn out of all possible
candidate corrections C with w1w2…wn-1 preceding words
context is suggested by the maximum probability of
P(wn|w1w2…wn-1x), which is computed by Equation 1
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below. P(w1w2… wn-1wn) is the prior probability and
P(x|wn) the likelihood where both are represented in the
language and error models; see sections 3.1 and 3.2 for
details. Obviously, x is conditionally dependent only on wn
and assumes the preceding words are correct.
argmaxwn∊ C P(w1w2 … wn-1wn)P(x|wn)

(1)

Based on the proposed approach, the spelling error
detection and correction processes are as follows. An input
word that is not in the term list, which is compiled from the
most frequent words in a text corpus, is flagged as a
spelling error. Candidate corrections that are closer (nearer)
to the misspelling are generated from the term list. For
language independence, we measure nearness using
Damerau-Levenshtein edit distance (Damerau, 1964).
Since most of the misspellings fall within two edit distance
from their corrections (Damerau, 1964; Gezmu et al.,
2017), we selected all words in the term list that are one up
to two edit distance from the misspelled word. Then the
candidates are scored and ranked according to their prior
and likelihood probabilities. In case there is no candidate
correction, the misspelled term will be split. This step is
needed to correct misspellings result from missed out
spaces between words, like ዮሃንስነገይመጣል. The correction
is to segment the expression as ዮሃንስ /johannɨs/1, ነገ /nəgə/
and ይመጣል /jɨmət'al/.

3.1

Language Model and Corpora

In a text corpus, linguistic knowledge resides in the ngrams of the corpus and it is possible to acquire new
knowledge using a large number of documents. It also
contains rare terms, proper nouns, technical terms, brand
names, and newly coined terms (neologisms). Manually
compiled or handcrafted lexicons normally do not include
most of these types of terms. But by using the most frequent
words in the corpus, we can easily create a term list that
incorporates the most widely used terms.
Tachbelie and Menzel (2007) evaluated n-gram wordbased and morpheme-based Amharic language models.
They have used a news corpus to build the models. The
word-based model smoothed with the Kneser-Ney (Kneser
and Ney, 1995) method has a better performance on a test
data than the morpheme-based model. The result complies
with the empirical study of Chen and Goodman (1998). The
researchers have found that among the best performing ngram smoothing methods is the Kneser-Ney with its
modified version. To this end, we build a trigram wordbased language model smoothed with the modified KneserNey method.
For Amharic language model, being a less-resourced
language, the only available sizable text corpora are HaBiT
(HaBiT, 2016; Rychlý and Suchomel, 2016) and Crúbadán
(Scannell, 2007). Both are created from automatically
crawled web pages. HaBiT contains about 17.6 million
tokens (words) whereas Crúbadán contains about six
million tokens. Except for their size difference, both
corpora are essentially the same. Since they obtain text
from all types of web documents, we expected spelling
errors in these corpora. We have found out that they contain
a number of spelling errors through a manual check.
Therefore, we build our own Contemporary Amharic
1

The International Phonetic Alphabets (Hayward and Hayward,
1992; IPA, 2015) are written only for the sake of readability.

Corpus (CACO) of about 19 million tokens from sources
which we assumed are proofread. We have also used
HaBiT for comparison.
The CACO is compiled from various sources that are
published since the mid of twentieth century. It was
collected from publicly available archives of three Amharic
newspapers (አዲስ አድማስ, አዲስ ዘመን, and ሪፖርተር), two
magazines (ንቁ and መጠበቂያ ግንብ), eight fictions (ኦሮማይ,
የልምዣት, አልወለድም, ግርዶሽ, ልጅነት ተመልሶ አይመጣም, የአመጽ
ኑዛዜ, የቅናት ዛር, and አግዐዚ), four historic novels (አሉላ አባነጋ,
ማዕበል የአብዮቱ ማግሥት, የማይጨው ቁስለኛ, and የታንጉት ሚስጢር),
two short novels (የዓለም መስታወት and የቡና ቤት ስዕሎችና
ሌሎችም ወጎች), five history books (አጭር የኢትዮጲያ ታሪክ,
ዳግማዊ አጤ ምኒልክ, ዳግማዊ ምኒልክ, የእቴጌ ጣይቱ ብጡል (፲፰፻፴፪ ፲፱፻፲) አጭር የሕይወት ታሪክ, and ከወልወል እስከ ማይጨው), two
politics books (ማርክሲዝምና የቋንቋ ችግሮች and መሬት የማን ነው),
and two children books (ፒኖኪዮ and ውድድር). In addition,
Amharic news articles and legal documents (ነጋሪት ጋዜጣ)
from ELRA-W0074 (2014), news articles from Ethiopian
News Agency, and the Amharic Bible2 are used.
Paragraphs from the body of the documents are extracted.
Then the paragraphs are transliterated to Latin-based
characters using a modified version of the System for
Ethiopic Representation in ASCII (SERA) (Yitna and
Yacob, 1997). The modification is in transliterating
labiovelars, which represent consonants followed by a back
low diphthong ʷa, and vowels that are written
independently. For example, the labiovelar ቧ /bʷa/ and the
vowel ኡ /ʔu/ using the original SERA is transliterated as
bWa and ‘u but with the modified version as bua and u,
respectively. The same modification is adapted for ease of
typing by the popular Amharic keyboard input methods
such as Google’s and Keyman’s. Besides, four of Amharic
phonemes have one or more homophonic character
representations and there are other peculiar labiovelars
(e.g., ቍ /k'ʷ/, ጒ /gʷi/, and ጔ /gʷe/). In the contemporary
Amharic writings, the homophonic characters are
commonly observed to be used interchangeably and there
is no uniform use of the peculiar labiovelars. For consistent
spelling, the Ethiopian Languages Academy (ELA)
proposed a spelling reform (ELA, 1970; Aklilu, 2004).
Following their reform, homophonic characters are merged
into their common forms; ሐ and ኀ are replaced with ሀ, ሠ
with ሰ, ዐ with አ, and ፀ with ጸ. The replacement includes
their variant forms. This process can be considered as case
folding in English (Yacob, 2003). We have normalized the
peculiar labiovelars by substituting them with their closer
counterparts (e.g., ቍ /k'ʷ/ with ቁ /k'u/). However, unlike,
the spelling reform we preferred ጸ to ፀ; and kept ኧ and ኸ
because in many input methods they are easily accessible
and are commonly found in Amharic writings.
After the transliteration of the paragraphs, numbers are
replaced by a placeholder (e.g., “በ1990 ዓ. ም.” is
preprocessed as “be # a m”); hyphenated words are split
(e.g., “ስነ-ስርዓት” as “sne sr’at”); unique sentences are
identified and extracted by their boundaries either double
colon-like symbols (።) or question marks (? or ፧); and are
tokenized based on orthographic-word boundaries, a white
space or a colon-like symbol (፡).

2

We used the New World Translation of the Bible which is
translated into the contemporary (not archaic) Amharic.
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To train the English language model, all sentences from
British National Corpus (BNC) are extracted (BNC XML
Edition, 2007). In order to equate the preprocessing steps
of both languages, the sentences are preprocessed in a
manner similar to Amharic corpora as follows: as case
folding letters are lowercased, numbers are replaced by a
placeholder # symbol, hyphenated words are split,
contracted forms (clitics) are conflated (e.g., is n’t into
isn’t), part-of-speech tags are discarded, and they are
tokenized based on white space. Table 1 shows the number
of sentences and tokens in each corpus.
Furthermore, through a manual check, we have analyzed
that terms which appear only once in the respective corpora
are mostly misspelled. Before we build the language model
for each corpus, as a further preprocessing step, we have
deleted sentences that contain words that occur only once
in the entire corpus.
No. of sentences
No. of tokens

CACO
1,335,446
18,933,305

HaBiT
1,197,880
17,605,866

BNC
5,847,803
97,111,951

Table 1: The number of sentences and tokens in
the CACO, HaBiT, and BNC corpora.
The corpora statistics after the final preprocessing step is
shown in Table 2.
No. of sentences
No. of unigrams
No. of bigrams
No. of trigrams

CACO
1,010,590
366,654
5,811,598
9,996,057

HaBiT
873,426
350,789
4,986,029
8,302,152

Amharic scripts are typed with English QWERTY
keyboard, the key slips that cause spelling errors in English
and Amharic are related. So, a substring based English
spelling error model that represents the likelihood
probability, P(x|wn), is useful for languages that can be
transliterated into Latin alphabets. Such an error model is
created by Norvig (2009) based on forty thousand spelling
errors. Since this approach suits our need, we have adapted
the error model.

3.3

Candidates

BNC
5,690,343
228,999
11,008,294
40,168,232

yo hans nege ymeTal
yoha ns nege ymeTal
yohan s nege ymeTal
yohans nege ymeTal

The language models are trained using the KenLM
language modeling toolkit (Heafield et al., 2013). The
models are saved in the binary ARPA format for efficiency.
The prior probability P(w1w2… wn-1wn) for trigram
language model is estimated by Equation 2, based on chain
rule of probability and Markov’s assumption. The log
probabilities that are used to compute this conditional
probability along with backoff weights have been
precomputed and are stored in the ARPA file language
models.

3.2

Log 10
probability
-19.15934944
-20.61217499
-19.17063332
-11.64624405

Probability
6.92868 * 10-20
2.44245 * 10-21
6.75098 * 10-20
2.25817 * 10-12

Table 3: Example of a term splitting.

Table 2: The corpora statistics after preprocessing.

∏ni=1 𝑃(wi|wi-2wi-1)

Term Splitting

For spelling errors resulting from missed out spaces, term
splitting is necessary. To generate candidate corrections for
a spelling error, the expression was segmented to all
possible valid words using a term list. Then using a
language model a prior probability to each candidate was
assigned. The candidate which has the highest probability
is the plausible spelling correction. For example, Table 3
demonstrates how to split the above-mentioned example
(i.e., ዮሃንስነገይመጣል transliterated with the modified SERA
as yohansnegeymeTal), using the CACO language model
and the corresponding term list. The probability of yohans
nege ymeTal is the highest of all. Thus, the expression is
split as such and transliterated back into Amharic as ዮሃንስ
ነገ ይመጣል.

(2)

Error Model

Most Amharic characters are syllabary (Bloor, 1995;
Unicode Consortium, 2017). For instance, በ /bə/, ቡ /bu/, ቢ
/bi/, ባ /ba/, ቤ /be/, and ቦ /bo/ are all syllabic scripts with
CV pattern. They conflate consonants and vowels even if
they are typed with QWERTY keyboard input methods
with direct mappings between keystrokes and characters.
Hence there is a need to separate the two components to
properly model spelling errors. This is done by
transliteration of the letters into Latin alphabets by using
the modified version of the SERA.

4.

Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of our approach and to
demonstrate its easy portability to other languages, first we
made an evaluation based on Amharic test data and
compared the results with the baseline systems: GNU
Aspell and Hunspell; and then we performed an evaluation
on English. For evaluation of spelling error detection
capability, precision, recall, and F1 measure were used as
metrics; and the relative positions of the correct spellings
in the plausible suggestions list were used to evaluate
spelling error correction. To interface with Aspell and
Hunspell we used the PyEnchant3 with their latest
dictionaries available for both languages.

4.1

Test Data

We used manually annotated spelling error test corpora for
evaluation. For Amharic we used a test corpus compiled by
Gezmu et al. (2017)4; and for English the one that was
compiled by Mitton (1985) from the book “English for the
Rejected” (Holbrook, 1964) which is available in the
Oxford Text Archive. Even though this one was originally
handwritten by poor spellers, its contextual information
makes it still useful for evaluation purposes.

To train the error model, there is no sizable Amharic
spelling error corpus. But we have made an assumption: as

For Amharic test data, 367 sentences were tagged with 287
non-word spelling errors, but 35 of the non-word
misspellings appear twice in the documents with different

3

4

Available at https://pypi.python.org/pypi/pyenchant/

The annotated test corpus is available at the appendix of Gezmu
et al. (2017).
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contexts. For the sake of making a comparative evaluation
with the baseline systems, 252 of the unique non-word
misspellings were used in the evaluation. Removal of the
duplicates is needed because the baseline systems do not
use the context of the misspellings and two similar
misspellings are identical test cases for them. In the English
test data, 1,043 unique non-word errors were used,
including one misspelling “o clock” which was not tagged
by mistake in the original test corpus.

4.2

100%
95%
90%
85%
80%
75%
70%
65%
60%

Evaluation Metrics

1

The evaluation metrics are from the perspectives of
spelling error detection capability and the quality of
plausible suggestions offered to each spelling error.
Spelling error detection capabilities are evaluated by
precision, recall, and F1 measure, in the manner of the
binary classification of terms as the misspelling and correct
term classes. These evaluation metrics are calculated based
on Equations 3–5 (Huyssteen et al., 2004); where True
Negatives (TN) are correctly flagged misspellings, False
Positives (FP) are unidentified misspellings, True Positives
(TP) are correctly identified well-spelled words, and False
Negatives (FN) are wrongly flagged well-spelled words.
The desirable property for any spelling error detector
would be to score 100% precision as it should flag all
misspellings, and only misspellings; and also to score
100% recall as it should recognize all valid words as
correct, and all invalid words as misspellings. Hence, recall
is mostly an indication of the language coverage. F1
Measure gives an overall view of the capability of a
spelling error detector. To compute the actual scores, we
used the manually compiled test data as the gold standard
for the evaluation.
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =

𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁

𝐹1 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 =

2 ∗ (𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙)
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

(3)
(4)
(5)

The quality of suggestions offered by a spelling corrector
is measured by the relative positions of the correct spellings
in the suggestions list (Mitton, 2008). In the best scenario,
the right correction always appears on the topmost of the
list.

5.

Results and Discussions

7
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Recall_HaBiT

Precision_CACO

Recall_CACO

The evaluation results indicate that the F1 measure
improves for the proposed system using the CACO corpus
from 78% to 85% for spelling error detection compared to
the baseline systems (see Table 4). However, we did not get
any improvement when we used the term list compiled
from the HaBiT corpus.
Metric

Precision
Recall
F1

Proposed
using
CACO
89.4%
80.6%
84.8%

Proposed
using
HaBiT
74.5%
80.2%
77.2%

Aspell

79.4%
76.6%
78.0%

Hunspell

79.1%
76.6%
77.8%

Table 4: Amharic spelling error detection results.
The measures of qualities of suggestions offered by the
baseline and proposed systems for Amharic spelling error
are shown in Table 5. According to the results, 77% of
correct spellings appear in the top five suggestions list for
the proposed system using CACO compared to 34% for
Hunspell and 62% for Aspell. When we used the HaBiT
corpus, 75% of correct spellings appear in the top five
suggestions list, which is lower than that of the CACO
corpus by 2%. Furthermore, when we consider the correct
spellings that appear in the top first suggestions list, the
proposed approach that uses the CACO corpus scored 9%
higher than that uses the HaBiT corpus. This performance
gain indicates that our approach is dependent on the
underlying corpus used.

Top first
Top two
Top three
Top four
Top five

Amharic Results

Figure 1 indicates the precision and recall graph for
Amharic spelling error detection. The precision and recall
scores are computed based on the different word lists
compiled from the most frequent words in CACO and
HaBiT corpora. The optimum results were obtained when
a term list is composed of seven or more frequent words
from the HaBiT and eight or more frequent words from the
CACO corpus were used. The corresponding precision,
recall, and F1 measures are given in Table 4. It also shows
the scores for the baseline systems.

5

Figure 1: Precision and recall graph for
spelling error detection in Amharic.

This section gives a detailed description of the results of
our evaluation. The results are presented broadly in terms
of spelling error detection and spelling error correction for
Amharic and English.

5.1

3

Proposed
using
CACO
52.0%
67.5%
73.8%
75.8%
77.0%

Proposed
using
HaBiT
42.9%
61.9%
69.4%
73.8%
75.4%

Aspell

Hunspell

33.7%
45.2%
53.2%
59.9%
61.9%

16.7%
26.6%
29.0%
33.7%
34.1%

Table 5: Percentage of the topmost correct suggestions
provided for Amharic spelling error correction.

5.2

English Results

The optimum F1 measure for English spelling error
detection is obtained when we have used a term list that is
compiled from fifty-seven or more frequent words from the
BNC corpus. Its corresponding precision, recall, and F1
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measures are given in Table 6 along with those of the
baseline systems. The F1 measure for the proposed system
is 96% and 97% for both baseline systems. The proposed
system is lower than the baseline systems by 1%.
Metric
Precision
Recall
F1

Proposed
using BNC
95.4%
96.1%
95.7%

Aspell

Hunspell

99.2%
95.4%
97.3%

97.8%
95.3%
96.6%

8.

Table 6: English spelling error detection results.
The measures of qualities of suggestions offered by the
baseline and proposed systems for English spelling error
are shown in Table 7. With the proposed system, 74% of
correct spellings appear in the top five suggestions list
compared to 56% for Hunspell and 61% for Aspell.

Top first
Top two
Top three
Top four
Top five

Proposed
using BNC
56.6%
66.0%
70.3%
72.3%
73.5%

Aspell
27.4%
36.0%
50.1%
55.7%
60.5%

Hunspell
26.7%
38.8%
46.8%
52.7%
56.4%

Table 7: Percentage of the topmost correct suggestions
offered for English spelling error correction.

6.

7.

Conclusion

We have proposed a method of an Amharic spelling
corrector. Special characteristics of our approach are that it
infers linguistic knowledge from text corpus and can be
ported to other written languages with little effort as long
as they are typed using a QWERTY keyboard with direct
mappings between keystrokes and characters. The effort it
requires is tokenization and transliteration to Latin
characters. The proposed method was evaluated with the
baseline systems. The evaluation results for Amharic and
English test data confirm that our approach has a better
performance than the baseline systems. This is mainly
because of the application of a smoothed language model,
generalized error model and the ability to take into account
the context of misspellings. Since our approach is in a way
to infer linguistics knowledge from a text corpus, the
quality of the corpus that we have used has a direct effect
on its performance. This is clearly shown with the
performance differences between the two different
Amharic corpora used.
A corpus-driven approach is related to lexicons used for
spelling error detection. We can hardly find a manually
compiled lexicon with reasonable coverage for a lessresourced language which has rich morphology like
Amharic. Instead of using a handcrafted lexicon, using a
term list derived from frequently occurring terms from a
text corpus has advantages. Such a term list, in addition to
ease of compilation, has also benefits in handling rare
terms, proper nouns, technical terms, brand names, and
newly coined terms (neologisms).
For future work, we will try to evaluate our approach for
real-word spelling errors.
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